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Air Force Career – 1950-1955
After graduating High School in 1950 my brother and I joined the U.
S. Air Force in 1951. The generals, etc. we had met during our USO tours
wanted us to be assigned to them as special helpers. But wanting to continue
our show biz career we joined and were sent to Sampson Air Force Base in
upper New York. After that we were assigned together to Westover Air
Force Base in Mass. We were in ‘special services’ the entertainment section
of the service but soon transferred to the base band where we would get to
play more music. When I heard that the Air Force was going to send a new
jazz band to Iceland I decided that I wanted to go as there were some great
jazz musicians such as Bill Berry that were also going. We were transferred
to Andrews Air Force base near Washington, D. C. and after a few months
there we traveled to Iceland. There we played for dancing and I learned
more about jazz from the musicians in the band. We often played shows off
base mostly for the base commander who often gave diplomatic parties and
used us for entertainment. We traveled all over Iceland, even far north where
we played in the middle of a warmed swimming pool and had the communist
write about our appearance. After our tour was over we were sent to WrightPatterson Air Force Base and were discharged there to end my Air Force
career.
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You could say that this was the beginning of my writing career
but my work did not do in the direction of fiction but of factual
research. I did later write a novel but the bulk of my writing is on
jazz history. I entered this contest as a dare from my brother
Henry and was very surprised when I got 1st place.
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Introducting Corporal Karl Koenig with Corporal Henry.

That’s us on a board crossing a hot spring swimming pool in northern
Iceland while in the Air Force. I pretended to fall and it got a gasp from the
crowd. In the morning communist newspaper they wrote that I fell in. In the
U.S. Armed Service paper it printed the truth. I felt good that I had made a
mockery of the communist newspaper.
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While in the Air Force I made my first (and last) acting appearance as the
Governor of Texas. I was to have a date with a ‘hot’ chick after the play but
after smoking a cigar as part of my role I got ‘deadly’ sick and couldn’t
make the date. Oh, I was very bad in my acting.
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The Air Force had a talent contest that we entered. We played the “Light Calvary
Overture’ and did a good job, but didn’t win.
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